Why did William win the Battle of Hastings?

Percentage

I can …

Prove it!
1) Decide which claimant had the strongest the
claim.

80%

1. Evaluate the claim of King Edward’s
80%: The claimant with the best claim in 1066
successor.
was……

2. Evaluate William’s victory at
Hastings. This means explaining the
most important causes(s).

2) Decide which cause(s) was/were the most
imprint

80%: The most important cause(s) or William’s
victory at the battle or Hastings was/were……..
1) Judge the strength of the claim of each claimant.
30%: One claimant to the throne in 1066 was….
40%: They thought they should have been King

70%

1. Evaluate the claims of the
claimants to the throne in 1066
2. Evaluate the causes of William’s
victory in 1066.

because……
50%: This explains why they claimed the throne
because…
60%: This is similar/different to the claim of
…………because………….
70%: Their claim was strong/weak because…

2) Explain how some causes are more important
than others.
30%: One cause of William winning the Battle of

Hastings was……...
40%: For example…..
50%: This explains why William won because…..
60%: This cause links to ………..because……..
70%: This was a more/less important cause of
William’s victory than ….because…….

1) Make links between the claims of each claimant.
Explain the similarities and differences.
30%: One claimant to the throne in 1066 was….
40%: They thought they should have been King

60%

1. Synthesise the claims of each
claimant in 1066.
2. Synthesise the causes of William
winning the Battle of Hastings in
1066.

because……
50%: This explains why they claimed the throne
because…
60%: This is similar/different to the claim of
…………because………….

2) Make links between causes of William’s victory
at the battle of Hastings. Explain how causes are
similar.
30%: One cause of William winning the Battle of

Hastings was……...
40%: For example…..
50%: This explains why William won because…..
60%: This cause links to ………..because……..
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Why did William win the Battle of Hastings?

Percentage

I can …

Prove it!
1) Explain why each claimant thought they
should be King in 1066.
30%: One claimant to the throne in 1066

was….

40%: They thought they should have been

50%

King because……
50%: This explains why they claimed the
1. Analyse the claim of each claimant
throne because…
to the throne in 1066.

2. Analyse the causes of William’s
victory at Hastings.

1) Explain why each cause led to William’s
victory at the Battle of Hastings.
30%: One cause of William winning the

Battle of Hastings was……...
40%: For example…..
50%: This explains why William won
because…..

1. Describe the claims of each
claimant by applying knowledge of
each claimant.
40%

2. Describe causes of William’s
victory at the Battle of Hastings by
applying knowledge of each cause.

1) Write at least one reason why each
claimant thought they should be King. Use
precise facts such as examples, names,
dates, figures.
30%: One claimant to the throne in 1066

was….

40%: They thought they should have been

King because……

2) Write down facts about each cause of
William winning at Hastings. Use precise
facts such as examples, names, dates,
figures.
30%: One cause of William winning the

Battle of Hastings was……...
40%: For example…..
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Percentage

I can …

Prove it!

1. Identify the 4 claimants to the
throne in 1066.
30%

1) Write down the names of the 4 claimants
to the throne in 1066.
30%: One claimant to the throne in 1066

was….

2) Read about what happened in 1066.
2. Identify causes of William’s victory Highlight reasons why William won the battle
at the Battle of Hastings.
of Hastings.
30%: One cause of William winning the

Battle of Hastings was……...
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